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 If you think that:-
a)Trading can not be done for living

b)Trading can not give you additional income by putting in hardly 15 minutes a day
c)Trading needs knowledge of charts and technical analysis like candlestick patterns, price patterns,

various indicators like MACD, MA, RSI, studies like Elliot wave, Gann, etc.
d)Trading needs ability to predict market

e)Trading needs continuous updates on news
f)Trading needs winning at least 60-80% of trades

g)Trading is very stressful
h)Trading needs subscribing to tips service

then you are in for big surprise. Vikram Singh will show how he trades for a living with real money in
real market and executing real trades without using charts, indicators, studies, news, tips service,
etc. He publishes his real contract notes as a proof (never done before) that how he devotes less

than 15 minutes a day to earn his living. He puts in trade for next day the previous night and so he is
literally free next day unless market stops him out.

In this book, he explains how to become successful trader by using his trading system, psychology
and money management concepts and then shows how he applied this knowledge in real market to
make money for his living. He is 8 times winner of Zerodha 60 day trading challenge and trades for

living. This book shows you how you can also trade for a living or earn additional income without
leaving your job.

“Trading is simple and I will show you how with real proofs” – Vikram.
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